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SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 1826
enabling the owners of Meeting Houses to man
age the same.
in addition to an Act respecting Enginemen, Fire
Engines, and the extinguishment of Fires.
to incorporate the President, Directors and Com
pany of the Livermore Bank.
additional to an Act establishing the duties to be
paid by certain officers therein named.
to regulate the Alewive Fishery in Bristol.
to establish the Kennebec and Androscoggin Ca
nal Association.
to incorporate the Union Lodge.
establishing the Portland Athenaeum.
to prevent intemperance at Elections.
to incorporate the President, Directors and Com
pany of the York County Bank.
to incorporate the North Yarmouth Bank,
additional respecting the Wiscasset Bank.
to'incorporate the Bath Public Library.
to establish the times of holding the Courts of Ses
sions in the County of Penobscot.
/
to incorporate the Great Works Manufacturing
Company.
to authorize John Fasten and others to maintain
a Free Bridge over Cathanse River.
altering the terms of the Court of Common Pleas
in Lincoln County.
to establish a Registry of Deeds for the Western
District of Lincoln County.
additional respecting the Hallowell and Augusta
Bank.
additional to an Act concerning the assessment
and collection of Taxes.
to incorporate the Oxford Lodge.
to prevent the destruction of Fish in Sebasticook
River.
providing for the organization of Towns destitute
of Town Officers.
additional to an Act providing for the govern
ment of the State Prison, and for the punishment of
Convicts.
[
making further provisions for legal process.
, to exempt certain goods and chatties from attach
ment, and execution, and distress for taxes.
additional respecting Executors Administrators
and Guardians, and the conveyance of Real Estate
in certain cases.
, establishing Salaries for Judges and Registers of
Probate.
authorising a lottery for the benefit of a bridge at
Sullivan Ferry,
granting a Lottery to encourage Steam Naviga
tion in this State.
authorizing a Canal for the improvement of the
Navigatkm-of Mousom River.
additional to an Act for the settlement of certain
equitable claims arising in real actions.
additional to an Act to establish a Registry of
Deeds for the Western District of «Lincoln County.
additional to promote the sale and settlement of
public lands.
to apportion and assess on this State a Tax ©f for
ty-nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-one dol
lars and ninety seven cents.
as Act regulating JùdTCWpròèèss
and proceedings.

No. 42.

making an appropriation for the purchase of cer AN ACT extending the jurisdiction of the Munici
tain articles for the use of the militia.
pal Court, and of Justices of the Peace.
PUBLISHED BY
relating to the Kennebec road.
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House
making appropriation for expenses of the State of Refires^itatives, in Legislature assembled, That
JAMES K. REMICH.
Arsenal.
Milton, j
the Municipal Court, for the town of Portland, in
SMITH. J W Conditions—§1 50 per annum, if paid in the
in favor of Erastus Foote.
in the County of Cumberland, shall have concur
1 i- mrse of the first six months. g>2 00 if not paid unauthorizing the purchase of books for the use of rentjurisdiction with Justices ef the Peace and Quo
the Legislature.
rum, in àîl cases of forcible entry and detainer, a1 after the expiration of the year. And no papers
authorising the Governor to appoint an Auditor rising in said county ; and exclusive original juris
iscontinued until all arrearages are paid.
to adjust the accounts of the State Prison.
diction in all such cases, arising in said town of Port
on the petition ef Luke Lambard.
land ; and in all cases, in which said Court has now
remitting certain fees to the Secretary of State jurisdiction, and in which both parties interested,
appointing an ag|ht to procure certain articles.
or in which the party interested as plaintiff, and the
‘A. Eso
authorizing th^jGovernor»and Council to appoint persons summoned as trustées, shall be inhabitants
e Count
Countv* off v?j° i
TITLES
THE
-ex
COE
zx’ JL
îlE» ACTS
Commissioners, th examine Banks.
¡ne an 7 York,’assed by the sixth Legislature of the State of
J of, or residents in, said town of Portland, it shall
‘.ne’ and allow
respecting the conveyance of Lands granted by • have exclusive original jurisdiction.
Maine, and approved by the Governor, A. D.
be estate of
7 1826.
the State.
( Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That said Court
for the payment of contingènt expence».
f i shall have jurisdiction, notwithstanding the penalty
GliAJfT
for the purchase of Stationary.
’
l demanded in any action, or prosecution before the»
jnty of York r ’
-^ct to incorporate a Society for the benefit of
for the pavment of accounts against the State.
j| same,
a the oath rp ‘
Penobscot Indians.
same, accrues
accrues to
to said
said town
town of
ofPortland
Portland ;; and
and any
any
six montU pnlre^An additional act respecting the United Marine and
authorising the Treasurer of this State to make a ,j ’ Justice
of" the Peace within
this State,
i
......................
_ ’ , shall
_ \also
\
temporary1 '
•
’1 'have jurisdiction,
.................
. .
-■
Portland.
to bring in ad
Fire Insurance Company, in Portland,
notwithstanding
the penalty deimposing 4’on t V, toemlComities.
attend that
Aci
the
’ Morning-StaFLodge.
**
l i&anckid in any actjb.q or preset «tion
c
Jusrelating to the erection of a National Observa ’jtiefe, accrues to the town in which said Justice is an
“to change the name
of the town of Joy.
........................................
tory.
to incorporate the Waterford Canal Company,
| inhabitant, or liable to taxation. And in all ptosecuin favor of Lemuel Witham.
to divide the boutn
South Parish,
tions, on the by-laws of towns, a Complaint, comainlav TMnp,»j “ todivide
ransh, and to establish the
kI’
4» Parish in Augusta.
respecting clerk hire in the office of the Secreta ’ ing such allegations and conclusion, as would be le
ry of State and for other .purposes.
to incorporate the Benevolent Society of Bowdoin
gal and sufficient in a complaint, on a public statute,
in favor of Seward and Charles Merrill«
without a recitation of such statute, shall be suffi
on thè Pay Roll of the Senate.
to divide the town of Machias, and incorporate
cient, without the recitation of the By-Law. And
CMON WOffihe towns of West Machias, East Machias and
on the Pay Roll of the House of Representatives.
the same proceedings may be had against persons
in favor of Amos H. Hodgman.
Machias port.
“ keeping houses of ill fame, resorted to for the pur
additional
to
a
Resolve
apportioning
the
Repre

—.—t0 incorpOrate the proprietors of the Central Buposes of prostitution or lewdness,” on a complaint
sentatives
on
the
several
Counties,
Towns,
Plantamade by any other person, as on a complaint made
7 Bible
ground in Waldoborough.
tations and Classes, on the first apportoinment.
____
’ to incorporate the town of Cutler.
by the overseers of the poor of any town.
a
I to set off a tract of land from Vienna to Mount
Sect. 3. Beit further enacted, That the several
eSn^,thtT'*^™onJustices of the ‘Peace in said town oPPortland, shall
SAWS
or
have and exercise, all the power, authority and ju
k 7■
to incorporate the proprietors of North Turner
.ennebunkandappoBrÌdge.
risdiction vested in them by the laws of the United
STATE OF MAINE.
f Aht hey^rnes:’' to set off Cornelius Thompson, and his estate,
States, any thing in this Act, or the “ Act to estab
In
the
yearpf
our
Lord
one
thousand
eight
hundred
dHrerent cenomfrorn Bow’doin to Lisbon.
lish a Municipal Court in the town of Portland,” to
and
tvienty
’
-six.
amuies
in..............
their re» To
Pènobscot
Lodge.
,,
A V incorporate
1J1UV1
Giv the
VUV A
CUUU3LUI JUUUgC.
AN ACT establishing the times of holding the Su the contrary notwithstanding.
» nt th»
J
_ 1
1
.
- of the sacred VVofeI
additional
to-_________
prevent...
the destruction
of Fish in
[Approved by the Governor, Feb. 24, 1826.]
preme Judicial Courts within this State.
i to the agentbefe^Denny’s river and Pinmaquan.
S
ect
.
1.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
; authorizing the town of Bowdoinham to build a
AN ACT additional to “ An Act respecting pounds,
of Refiresentatives, in Legislature assembled, That
'• M. HAYh, Ifefree Bridge.
and impounding beasts going at large, or damage
the
Supreme
Judicial
Court,
shall
be
holden
in
and
«6.
I to establish the Portland Marine Railway.
feasant.”
for the several counties, in this State, by all or any
Steuben
to
—- -------- -—to
t set■ off
~ certain
■ *. ■inhabitants from z
_
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate, and House
two of the Justices thereof, at the respective times
Cherryfield.
and places following : at York, on the last Tuesday of Representatives in Legislature assembled, That
t0 incorporate the Solar Lodge.
of April; at Portland, on the first Tuesday of May; it shall be the duty of the Selectmen of the several
1 to incorporate Portland Charitable Cordwainers’
at Paris, on the third Tuesday of May ; at Wiscas towns in this State, to determine from time to time,
Society.
set, on the fourth Tuesday of May ; at Augusta, on What daily allowance shall be made to the keeper of
additional to an Act to incorporate the Cumber
any pound, or other person, for keeping any beast,
the
first Tuesday next after the fourth Tuesday of
land Insurance Company.
lawfully impounded in the town' pound, under his
May
;
at
Norridgewock,
on
the
second
Tuesday
constantly o?ife to establish the divisional line between the towns
care, or elsewhere, for which he may be entitled to
next
after
the
fourth
Tuesday
of
May
;
at
Bangor,
Pot LEDGERS,ofpf Lisbon, Lewiston and Green.
payment; and to establish the fees of office of such
on the third Tuesday next after the fourth Tuesday
K double or single® ’n addition to An Act to incorporate the Canal
pound-keepers, for each and every kind of beast,
of May ; at Castine, on the fourth Tuesday next af
lais, Day Books,
Bank, to incorporate the Dennys ville Tide Mill
which may be lawfully impounded, not exceeding
ter
the
fourth
Tuesday
of
May
;
and
at
West
Ma

, Memoranda®, Company.
ten cents for each such beast.
chias,
on
the
fifth
Tuesday
next
after
the
fourth
looks.
f°r die relief of School Districts in Norridgewock
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That ho pound
Tuesday of May : and by any one or more of the
lssortme1itotStisa'ldM<-rcer.
keeper shall, while holding such office, have or ex
Justices
thereof,
at
the
respective
times
and
places
in addition to an Act to establish the Cony Female
ercise the office of Field*driver or Fence-viewer.
following: at Alfred, on the third Tuesday of Sep
[Approved by the Governor, Feb. 27, 1826.]
....__ ______ ^Academy.
tember
;
at
Paris,
on
the
second
Tuesday
of
Octotdl $3Ìjtòi.
Set
^as*1’oSt0n Retnick from Kittery to
feei-y-n-t'P
urrtK-s Hrc-sN-n-rcmber; at Wiscasset, on the third Tuesday of Sep AN ACT further regulating the admission of Atdividing the town of Baldwin and incorporating
tornic^.
tember ; at Augusta, on the first Tuesday of Octo
the town of Sebago.
BE it enacted by the Senate, and House oj Rep
ber ; and at Castine, on the fourth Tuesday of Oc
TITLES
OF
THE
RESOLVES
id ITCH OINIJ to incorporate the town of Howland.
tober ; and all suits and processes, now pending in resentatives in Legislature assembled. That any
he test against allà to authorise the Selectmen of Gardiner to appoint Passed by the sixth Legislature of the State of
Maine, and approved by the Governor, A. D. said Court, in the counties of Cumberland, Lincoln person who shall have applied himself to the acqui
has been reducedfcan additional number of Enginemen.
and Oxford, and all writs and processes, returnable sition of literary, scientific and legal attainments, in
1826.
additional to an act to regulate the taking of Salmanner directed by an Act regulating the admis
RESOLVE giving the consent of this State, to re thereto, and which by law, would have day in, and sion of Attornies, passed on the tenth day of Febru
^gQ
mon, Shad and Alewives in the town of Machias,
be heard and tried at the respective terms of said
move obstructions in Piscataqua River.
P ¿7/'
mpassed February 27, 1810.
ary, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-one,
respecting the North Eastern boundary of the court, to be holden on the second Tuesday of May shall not be required to pursue his studies for a long
■ S IjUuOUS Hi to incorporate the proprietors of Still Water
next,
the
fourth
Tuesday
of
May
next,
and
the
State.
>ave been offered tot Bridge.
fourth Tuesday of August next, shall have day in, er time, in order to be qualified for admission as an
in fa vol* of Hernan Nye.
exceeded the mo$u t0 incorporate the proprietors of Ferry Point
and be heard and tried at the respective terms of Attorney of the Court of Common Pleas, if he shall
granting
a
pension
to
Elisha
Douglass,
•ietor which may? Bridge.
.
.
,
said Court, to be holden on the first, and third, and sustain a good moral character, possess adequate
granting
a
pension
to
David
Seavy,
Igement of their ill ‘or t ie rehef of School Districts m Bucksport and
legal knowledge, and be otherwise qualified accord
K
Orland.
providing for the completion of a bridge over fourth Tuesdays of May next: Provided, That the ing to the requisitions of law. And the said Court
Tuesday of the month, in which said terms are re
Great
Works
Stream.
°steemed for their u concei’ning streets and ways in the town of Portspectively to be holden, may in all judicial proceed of Common Pleas are hereby authorized to pre
in favor of Nehemiah Glass.
ings, be expressed, and designated, by such Tues scribe proper regulations for the admission of At
el^nd%oyerdgMÌ^ to incorPorate the Kennebunk Manufacturing
respecting plans and papers.
day
of the month, as will be the Tuesday of the tornies of said Court, in pursuance of the provisions
authorising the conveyance of a Gun House in
1 the head, stomaji
United States the jurisdiction of a Fryeburg.
month, on which the said Court is to be holden : and of this Act.
[Approved by the Governor, Feb. 27, 1826.]
all laws, so far as they respect the times of holding
appetite,
paft of Stage Island and Mistake islan(j.
relating to Mark Hand Island.
the terms of said Court, are repealed.
are likewise an
to incorporate the proprietors of Eastern river
in favor of the town of Maxfield.
In the House of Representatives, Feb. 24,1826.— AN ACT concerning Lotteries and Lottery Tick( removing overbridge.
in favor of the heirs Joseph Allen.
Iets.
nd discharging til to inCQrpOrate the PortlandNautical Society.
additional respecting certain settlers of public This bill, having had three several readings, passed
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House
to be enacted.
JOHN RUGGLES, Sfteaker.
i, restoring a Jostapp additional to provide for carrying into effect cer- lands.
' of Representatives,™ Legislature assembled, That
In
Senate,
Feb.
25,
1826.
—
This
bill,
having
had
its. They are soft i&;n stipulations in the Act for erecting the District
providing for the settlement of the line between
no person or persons shall, within this State, make
two several readings, passed to be enacted.
hours, that they of Maine into a separate State.
Scarborough and Buxton.
any lottery, or aid or assist in making any lottery,
JONAS WHEELER, President.
my time of thedav,
additional to an Act to incorporate the Saco Iron
for the relief of Daniel Brown.
or advertise or make public any scheme of a lottery,
Feb. 27,1826.-—Approved.
ice of business, u Works Company.
in favor of Harvard College.
1 unless such lottery be granted under authority of
ALBION K. PARRIS.
Feetual, that by $ additional to an act authorizing the town of Banfor the benefit of the Penobscot Indians.
this State.
,ny other physic? gor to purchase the Bridge over the Kenduskeag
authorizing the sale of timber on certain undivi
Sect.^2. Be it further enacted, That nd person
AN ACT concerning Streets and Ways, in the
ded Public Lands.
river in said town.
or persons shall, within this State, sell, negociate,
town of Portland.
relating
to
Internal
Improvement.
ed with a check J to incorporate the Medical School Hospital.
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of• exchange, give or otherwise dispose of any ticket or
against the amendment of the Constitution propo
Samaritan, and s to incorporate the Kennebec Manufacturing Com
Referesentatrves in Legislature assembled, That tickets, part or parts of any ticket or tickets, in any
sed by Tennessee.
pany.
when a street or way is laid out and accepted in the lottery not granted by authority of this State.
in favor of Ebenezer Dunlap.
to incorporate Quamphegan Manufàcturing Com
LSO,
Sect. 3. Be it-further enacted, That it shall not
town of Portland, in the county of Cumberland, and
in favor of Wm. Tozier.
damages are awarded to any person or persons, in be lawful for any person or persons within this
faundice Billt in addition to
____
in favor of Valentine Cook,
an_ act to incorporate the Northconsequence thereof, the selectmen of said Portland, State, to have in possession any ticket or tickets, or
respecting the survey of the Indian townships.
ebrated
shall &: may inquire & determine, whether the estate part or parts of any ticket, or paper purporting
in favor of Samuel Thacher
to incorporate the town of Carthage.
of any person or persons, is accommodated and in be the number of any ticket or part of any ticket,
abwc is ktfP?. ?
for
reimbursing
Albion
K.
Parris,
Governor
relating to fish in East Machias Waters.
of
s by N. MornH
creased in valhe, by said street or way, and to assess in any lottery not granted by authority of this Static
the
State,
certain
expenses
by
him
incurred.
--,
. :
to incorporate the town of Plymouth.
such person or persons, their fair and just proportion with intent to sell, exchange, negociate, or dispose
the
Druggy
'
in favor of James Irish.
»y the
change the names of certain Banks.
of the same, on his or their own account, of, as ane persons in W to incorporate the proprietors of Ten Mile Brook
for the appointment of an Auditor of the accounts of the damages and cost, which said town may be ob
liged to pay in consequence of the location of said j gent or agents, for any othef person or persons, of
of the Land Agent.
Canal.
orgia.
in any way or manner to advertise or make public^
respecting a bridge between Kittery and the Na street or way. And said selectmen shall before
additional for the regulation of the Penobscot and
they make said assessment, give reasonable notice or aid or assist, in advertising or making public, any
Passamaquoddy tribes"of Indians.
vy Yard Island in. Piscataqua river.
to the owner or owners of said estate, or the tenant scheme or class, in any lottery, not granted by au
r /Y
I
extending the jurisdiction of the Municipal Court,
in favor of the .Cony Female Academy.
in possession thereof; and, having made said assess thority of this State.
[jvJ
and of Justices of the Peace.
in favor of the Passamaqhody Indians.
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted, That any person
ment, shall return the same, under their hands, or
in favor of Samuel Foss.
__ _
additional to an act respecting pounds and imor persons, who shall offend in any of the particulars
the
hands
of
a
majority
of
them,
to
the
town
clerk,
LLO SKI®
pounding beasts going at large, or damage feasant.
designating the place where the next Legislature
who shall record the same, and cause a copy thereof, aforesaid, shall forfeit, for every offence, a sum not
■
and foFSi
establishing the times of holding the Supreme Ju- shall meet.
to
be served on the person or persons, therein as less than one hundred dollars, nor more than one
^.icial Court within this State.
for purchasing Greenleaf’s Reports.,
thousand dollars, to be recovered by indictment or
JOS u.
t0 authorize h Canal in Cape Elizabeth.
providing compensation for certaim officers of the sessed. And said assessment shall be, and remain, information, in the Supreme. Judicial Court, or Cou£t
a lien on said estate, until it is paid.
———•—*** to incorporate the Litchfield Manufacturing Com- Legislature.
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That any person of Common Pleas, one half to the use of the State,
for repairing and completing the State road from
or persons, aggrieved by the assessment of said se and the other half to the use of the informer.
additional to an act to alter the law establishing Baring to Houlton Plantation near Baskahegin.
Sect. 5. Beitfurther enacted, That this Act shall
lectmen, may appeal therefrom, and apply to the
Bowdoin College.
In favor of North Yarmouth Academy,
have effect, and be in force, from and after the fif
next
Court
of
Common
Pleas,
in
said
county
;
which
-—* .
¡ven fcji
concerning Lotteries and Lottery tickets.
respecting Internal Improvements in this State,
Court after reasonable notice to said town, is here teenth day of March next, and that an Act for the
:st Pr!5Terpl?Ei!i
additional to an Act authorizing a Lottery for the
respecting the State road near Passadunkeag.
prevention of lotteries not an*-1'
’ ’aw, and to
benefit of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal Cormaking farther provision respecting the State by empowered to hear, and finally determine the prohibit the sale or purcha.
^ate,
same,
by
a
committee,
if
the
patties
agree
thereon,
r^or atJv
poration.
i
road from Sunkhaze to Mattawamkeag river.
or by the jury, and to render judgment and issue ex passed March fifteenth, o
further regulating the admission of Attornies.
in favor of the Cumberland and OxfordCanal.
ecution, for the sum assessed by said committee, or and twenty-one, an additi
authorizing a loan of money.
to provide for the safe keeping of Justices’ Rec
ject, passed February V
jury, with costs for the prevailing party.
ords .
additional providing for the promulgation and
3. Be itfurther enacted, That if the person dred and twenty-three
to set off Nahum Corson with his estate, from distribution of the Laws, Resolves and Judicial Re or Sect.
person^so assessed by the selectmen, shall not I sPectmg.lotteries, pass
Dearbdrn, ^nd annex the same to the town of Wa ports of the State.
appeal therefrom, and apply to the next Court of thousand eight hundre
terville.
authorizing the Land Agent to aid the town of; Common Pleas, after notice of said assessment, said fur as,t0 recover an^
to incorporate the Seven Mile Brook Dam Com Ellsworth in making a road through the State’s
town may have and maintain an action of debt, tn breaches
L........... -- of the sameh o
pany, in Vassalborough.
land in that town.
any Court of competent jurisdiction, for the amount tl0n on CorJ indictr
to incorporate Thomaston Mechanic Association.
additional respecting the forms of returns of votes of said assessment, with interest thereon aiyd costs |sanfle are repealed
for Senators.
to Change tfie names of certafin pedons.
nt.
of suit. {Approved by the Governor, Feb. 14.1826.]
(Approved by
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the interest then to be annually appropriated
for the support of the primary schools in the
State. Mr. L. observed that it was not his
intention to go into a discussion of the subject
at the present time. He wished merely to
present it to the consideration of the Legisla
ture and the public, in order that a future Le
gislature might come prepared to act upon
the measure, which appeared to him one of
the highest importance. He thought from
the amount of sales the last year, that the
sum proposed in the Resolve might be raised
in the course of fifteen or eighteen years.
Eastern Argus.

atmosphere, the night and the morning being
exceedingly cold.

that McN. discharged another pistol, which»
his own cheek, and drew blood. When the nt
alarmed by the discharge of the pistols e,?
eiltet
the room they were both found lying on the fl
the unfortunate Denoon mortally wounde?'
McNaught' not seriously hurt. Denoon 1Y
for several hours, and died last evening abonn
o’clock. Before his dissolution, he was in the
excrutiating agony, but gave, as it is said a?
ment of the truth. We understand than
Naught describes it to have been a duel bet
them, in which he was wounded and D fell "y '
Denoon was educated as an apprentice'J?
Naught. He was an accomplished workman
was about to’ set up in business for himself ,ai
McNaught has since committed suicide.

REPORT OF A DUEL.
From the Norfolk Herald^ March 6.
LUDICROUS CRIME.
Another Bloody Business.—-Lieut. Wm.
At a Quarter Sessions of the Peace, held at
T. Bourne, of the Marine Corps, attached to
Taunton, Somersetshire, on the 18th of Feb.
Major Anderson’s command, at the Gosport
1746, Mary Hamilton, otherwise George, oth
Navy Yard, was killed by a pistol shot, on
erwise Charles Hamilton, was tried for pre
Saturday morning last near the foot bridge
tending herself a man, and marrying 14 wives,
between the Marine Barracks and the Hospi
the last qf which, Mary Price, deposed in
tal. From the evidence given in at, the Inquest
court, that she was married to the prisoner,
held over the body, and from other sources,
and that they lived together as man and wife,
we are enabled to state the following particu
for a quarter of a year, during which time she
lars respecting this shocking occurrence.—thought the prisoner a man, owing to the pris
EIREBetween the deceased and Lieut. Smith, of
It is stated that the notorious Isaac B. oner’s vile ^deceitful practices. After a debate We are informed that a large three story dw/
the same corps, a feud had for some time ex Desha has been released from jail without upon the nature of the crime, and what to call hng bouse Was destroyed by fire oh Thursday J
isted, originating in some bickerings upon further trial through the influence of his fa it, it was agreed by the magistrates that she Ing last, about 1 o’clock, in Castine together with i
points of duty, which would have result ther, the Governor of Kentucky»
was an uncommon notorious cheat, & she was its contents. It was owned by Mr. B. True anda
cupied by three families. The fire is support
ed in a duel in the earlier stage of it, but for
accordingly sentenced to be publicly whipped have
communicated to the building by means
the prompt interference of their commanding
in Taunton, Glastonbury, Wells, and Shepton- wood standing in the fireplace.— Thom, Reg. "
RALEIGH, FEB. 28.
officer. Their animosity, however, appears
A shocking affair took place in Warrington, Mallet, the places of her gallantry, to be fur
to hav^ been so deep-rooted that neither this on the 15th inst. The facts are said to be as ther imprisoned for six months, and to find se
check nor the remonstrance of their friends^ follows ; Thomas H. Christmass was standing curity for her good behavior, as long as the tyittta States aegestat^
could incline them to reconciliation. Orders at his tavern door about the middle of the justices at the next quarter sessions should de NINETEENTH CONGRESS............ ...FIRSt SESSION,
were therefore given to the guards to report day when Dr, Stephen Davis, without any termine.
to the officer in command every suspicious previous notice, fired his gun upfo him from
SENATE.
movement of the^e misguided youngr men, an opposite store door; that C. on receiving
„
SATURDAY, MABCfl‘4 !
From the Boston Patriot.
The Senate did not sk this day.
from which the intention of a recontre might the shot, retired to his sitting-room—-but find
Mr.EdiTor—I send you the following statement,
be inferred.—According, on Saturday morn ing himself faint from the loss of blood, and
MONDAY, MARCH
ing last, shortly after daybreak, the Sergeant believing he was dying, he made for his with the remark that the reporter is a respectable
1 he appropriation bill for the support of
of guard reported to Capt. Linton, the officer wife’s apartment ; when, on his passage from person. If you think it will serve the cause of hu was engrossed.
on duty, that Lieuts. Smith and Bourne was one room to the other, the Doctor discharg manity and good government to lay these facts be A bill for the relief of sick and disabled seand
seen a few minutes before to leave the Bar ed the other barrel of his gun upon him. fore the world, I shall be glad to see them published was reported.
racks together, upon which Capt. L. ordered He was then conducted to his chamber» The in the Patriot.
w n <
r
v WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8.
him to take a file of men and go in c[uest of first information we received wäs, that Christ- A gentleman, lately returned from Hayti, relates Mr.
Benton, from the Committee on Indian A£
some facts which it is important that those who may
them, across the foot bridge, and at the same mass was killed ; bufewe have since learned have
prrobil
!A
r tbe better regulation offc
the intention of emigrating thither, should be
rUK TRADE; which was read and passed to>
time despatched scouts in other directions, that, contrary to all expectation, he is, in the informed of.
with his orders for the absentees to return opinion of his physicians, convalescing. As
The principalrand I believe sole secretary, Ing- second reading.
An inquiry has been moved in Congress whethe*
inhac,
has the greatest aversion to strangers, and
immediately to their quarters. The party sent this affair will most likely1- become a matter of
Marines may not be substituted for Seameh in
in the direction of the foot-bridge, proceeded legal investigation, we shall forbear making rnaffy emigrants who have arrived from the United use of the Cannon.
States, in consequence of the offers of the govern
as far as the hospital, distant about a quarter any comments upon it; though we cannot ment to pay their passage, &c. have found their sit A motion has been made for the survey of a road
of a mile, without seeing the objects of their help expressing our regret that such a state uation so uncomfortable that they have desired to from Washington City to Buffalo.
search, and were on their return when they of things should exist in a small community return, which, however, they were not permitted
....
THURSDAY, MARCH9.
were startled by the reports of two pistols, as like that of Warrington, as to produce so fla to do, till they had refunded thb money paid for rp.
1 he bill making appropriation for the support oi
their passage out. Inginhac fills the only avenue to
near together as possible, within forty paces grant an outrage on all the rules of civilized the
government, for the year 1826, was returned fiJ
President’s ear, and prevents all that he pleases,
of them. They rushed to the spot, and be society.
and more particularly strangers, from seeing or the House of Representatives, and their amend
*
—---held Lieut. Bourne lying on his back and the
with him. Our informant was amused a ments were insisted on. On motion by Mr. Cham-i
Health of the. Atlantic cities. Deaths in speaking
bers, the consideration of Executive business was re.!
month1 and a half with promises that the next day
blood flowing from a wound in his side, and
Boston, in 1825—1450; in New-York—5108; he should see the President. He waited on the sec sumed.
near him stood Lt. Smith, with a pistol in his
FRIDAY, MARCH 10.
in Philadelphia—3812 ; in Baltimore—1545 ; retary as often as every other day, by afi/iointment,
hand, a similar one lying on the ground by
1 he business was wholly of an execu live nature.
in Washington—225 ; in Charlestbn, S. C__ to be presented to the President, yet he never was
Lt. Bourne. On the appearance of the ser
804. In 1824, in New-York—4341 ; in Phi presented, although he bore the best letters of in
geant and his men, Lt. Smith took up the
troduction to many respectable men in Hayti; and
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
other pistol, and handing both to the sergeant, ladelphia—4399. It will be seen by the among them, one to Inginhac himself, from a gentle
SATURDAY, MARCH 4.
above
that
in
Philadelphia,
Washington,
and
man whom he affected to call his dearest frientl; he
On motion of Mr. Newton, of Va. it was.
desired him to carry them to the Barracks.
Charleston,
if
not
in all the cities, the health was also aided and treated with particular attention Resolved, That the Committee on Commerce
He then . turned away and proceeded in
by the Senator Chenelette, one of the most learned bejnstructed to inquire into the expediency of hav
has been remarkable.
the direction of the Barracks himself while
and respectable men in the government or Island of ing the coast of the United States surveyed.
Hayti. In addition to all this, he was the bearer of
the men slowly followed, bearing Lt. Bourne,
Mr. Cook, of Illinois, laid on the table the follow
A SECOND ZERA COLBURN.
a valuable present, sent out by a citizen of this ing
who still survived, though unable to speak.
place, to President Boyer ; which present was re
The
son
of
Judge
Clayton,
of
Athens,
Geo.
Resolved, That the Committee ofthe whole on
As they entered the Barracks, they met Smith
ceived by Inginhac, and frothing more heard of it; the state of the Union, be discharged from the coa-i
coming out, who inquired where Lieutenant about 10 years of age, possesses the most as no answer, no thanks, not a syllable abmit it ; but sideration of the several resolutions that have been
arithmetical powers of mind. He every
the gentleman called 4hc secretary af
Bourne was shot ? and learning that the ball tonishing
to it, proposing to amend the Constitution
cnii reduce aay given number of miles to fected not to recognize him, and put bn a vacant referied
of the U. States, and that they, together with such
had entered about two inches below the left
inches, years to seconds, &c. performing the stare, thrusting his nose almost into the gentleman’s other resolutions as are lying on the table, on the
breast he burned away. We understand he
whole operations in his head, and will give face. Disgusted and discouraged5, the poor man, same subject, be referred to a Select Committee
came directly to Norfolk, and is reported to
the result as quick as an expert calculator after a month and a half of promises and insults of
have taken passage in one of the New-York
kind, asked for his passports, and returned to
.
MONDAY, MARCH 6.
can with a pen. Among other questions this
Boston.
Packets, which sailed Saturday afternoon ;
Mr. McDuffie’s bill to amend the Constitution
asked him, were the following, which he
He
states
further,
that
Boyer
is
a
mere
cypher
but we have conversed-with a gentleman, who solved with ease and expedition :—How at Port au Prince ; that it is Inginhac who rules, still under debate, Messrs. Stevenson of Vir. Mr.
Ingersoll of Conn, and Mr. Cambreleng of N.Y
assured us that he crossed over to Hampton,
many finches are there in 1,373,489 miles ? and is an avaricious tyrant. He owns immense es were the last Speakers. [It is supposed this subject
where he hired a horse and gig and proceed
tates, and oppresses the poor beyond measure. A will occupy the House for two or three weeks to
How often will a wheel 5 feet 6 inches in Spanish
negro was employed in one of his sugar come.]
ed on to York. Bourne survived only an hour
diameter turn over in ninety miles ? What works, and, like the rest of his fellow-labourers, A joint resolution on the subject ofthe termi
after he was carried to the Barracks. On
get his pay only when his master pleased, nation of the session, was laid on the table.
account of the absence of the Coroner the in is the cube root of 24,743,682 ? He has on could
more than one occasion, (eighteen months which was very seldom. This man, after many
quest was not convened until yesterday.
fruitless attempts to get his wages, went and secret
TUESDAY, MARCHZ.
Their verdict was that the deceased came to ago) raised the number twelve to its fifteenth ly engaged a passage on board a ship, about to get
l he following gentlemen were announced as com
power—that is to say, multiplied that number under way; he then armed himself with a pair of
his death by a pistol shot fired by Constan
posing
the
committee
upon
the
of the officers
into itself fifteen times. He can multiply pistols and suddenly stood before Inginhac. “ You of the Army in the late war petition
with Great Britain,
tine Smith*
three figures by three figures. The whole is are very bold to-day J” said the secretary—“ I come viz.—Mr. Cook, Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Bailey, Mr,
It is the general belief that they fought with
performed by the bare strength of memory, for my money,” said the Spaniard, “ and if you call Garnsey, Mr. Swan, Mr. Metcalfe, and Mr. Cuth
out seconds ; but the sergeant bi his testimo
guard, you are a dead man—pay me my wa bert.
for it is done in the usual way, there is no your
ges before you move from that spot, or I will in
ny before the Inquest, stated that he saw
mystery in it, no short method or plan of his stantly kill you.” “I will go and get the money,” CQINS.—The resolution offered some days ago, |
men, as he came up, hurrying through the
by Mr. Pearce, of Rhode Island, proposing the ap
own.
This faculty was discovered in him at said Inginhac. “ No, yoft stir not from that spot pointment ot a committee to inquire whether it is '
bushes,, and soon after heard the rattling of
about eight years of age, and has most aston till I am paid. If you refuse, or call your guard, expedient to make any amendment in the laws which ;
carriage wheels, which render it probable ishingly improved since that time,
or stir from that spot, I will kill you, though I die regulate the coins of this country and foreign coins,
that they were duly provided in this particu
for it.” Finding that there was no escape, Inginhac and whether the public convenience requires an ad
paid the man his wages, to the amount of 300 or 400 ditional number of U. S. coins, and additional delar. We understand that Lieut. Bourne was
WISCASSET, MARCH 3.
dollars. The negro then made his escape, and pro nominations of the same, was taken up, and after ■
the challenger.
ceeded on board, and was soon out of the reach of being amended by the mover, so as to refer the sub
SINGULAR FACT.
In a field belonging to Air. John Foye, a- the Haytien government.
ject to the Committee of Ways and Means,, the res*
At Richmond, Va. on the 7th inst. the ther
An officer came from South America to offer his olution was adopted.
bout a mile from this village, on- Sunday last, services
to Hayti; he, like the narrator of these
mometer was at 84—the heat was uncomfor
large quantities of grasshoppers were discov facts, was debarred by Inginhac from speaking with
table. Apricots were in bloom, and Wheat
MARCH 8.
ered, jumping and moving about, with so the President. At last, after three months, he found After the transaction WEDNESDAY,
of the ordinary business of
was improving. Even the water was warm,
much vigor as in the summer season. A num means to address him on parade, and was immedi the day, the House resumed the consideration of
and Shad had returned to the rivers.
received into the service.
ber of them were caught, on Monday, and ately
Mr. McDuffie’s proposition to amend the Constitu
Our informant represents agriculture as in a most
brought into town 5 they were exhibited to neglected and declining state, the army as insolent tion of the United States. Mr. Drayton resumed
Extract of a letter from Washington.
several spectators, and appeared though not and rapacious ; that a woman’s handkerchief or a his observations which he concluded at a late hour
Mr. Monroe’s Claim.—This gentleman’s large as usual, yet pretty well grown and full man’s hat is not safe on their heads, nor a watch in —when Mr. Everett obtained the.ffoor ; and
The committee rose, reported progress, and ob
claim has not been, and, probably, will not of animation. So unusual a circumstance de one’s pocket; and what puts a seal to all those tyr tained leave to sit again ; and the House adjourned,
be considered this session. His friends com serves notice, as the memory of our oldest annies, outrages and miseries, is that nobody dares
to write or even to speak. A poor woman, who
plain that his petition has not been treated inhabitants has never known the like. The had
THURSDAY, MARCH 9.
been turned out of her house by soldiers, and
with courtesy nor fairness. In the mean atmosphere this winter has been peculiar ; was unable to obtain any redress, in the extremity On motion of Mr. Lathrop, of Massacnusetts a,
committee was ordered to be appointed on the sub
time, his situation has become alarmingly em and whether to regard this phenomenon as an of her distress and indignation, called on the name ject
of an adjournment of the present session, and
of
the
deceased
President
Petian,
for
which
she
barrassed. Four writs were, not long ago, omen of future evil, or a harbinger of early
an earlier meeting ofthe next.
was
pronounced
•
criminal,
and
cast
into
prison.
served upon him in one day. Air. Jefferson’s Spring, may be left to the philosopher to de Others have been punished for the same offence.
After the routine business of the day was conclu
ded, Mr. Everett, of Massachusetts took the floor,
affairs have reached the same crisis. He cide. The Roman priests foretold events by
If such be the state of things in Hayti, it is well and spoke nearly three hours, in opposition to.the
has been allowed to dispose of his property the flight of birds, but the agriculturalists of
that we have not recognized the government of it, resolutions of Mr. M’Duffie. The expectation of
by lottery. Mr. Jefferson, in addition to oth Maine may henceforth direct their prophecies,
the speech of Mr. Everett had filled the galleries;
er causes of his embarrassments, became in for aught we know, by the flight of grasshop audit will be well to postpone that step for some and while we [National Journal] can say, on the
time
to
come,
perhaps
indefinitely.
one hand, that a more flattering and universal atten
volved in a heavy debt to the bank of the pers.
L’AMI DES NOIRS.
tion was never paid to any young; member, on his
United States as the endorser of the late Wil
first serious effort, we maybe allowed, on the other
son Carey Nicholas, who died insolvent.
ATMOSPHERICAL PHENOMENA.
hand, to observe, that never was attention better
RICHMOND, FEB. 28
compensated than on this/ occasion. Taken as a
Early on the morning of Jan. 24th, at New
It becomes our duty to notice a horrible catastro
IMARY SCHOOLS,
Harmony, (Indiana) the moon being at the phe which took place in this City yesterday. We whole, the speech was as great an effort of the homan mind, as we have witnessed on the floor of
the House of Represen- full and about 45 degrees of altitude, was ob shall touch it as briefly as we can : for the case is Congress
; and the effect which it produced ap
d leave to lay upon the served in the West, the novel appearance of now in hands of justice. James McNaught, gun peared to us to be uniform and unequivocal.
smith,
of
this
city,
(and
an
admirable
one
‘
he
was,)
g that the proceeds three moons or rather two semi-hemispheres of
Lands in this state light, very bright and luminous, visible at equal has been committed to gaol on the charge of shooting
FRIDAY, MARCH 10>
Daniel Denoon, his foreman. It is said that they
be applied to the distance from the moon on the sicle. Similar dined together yesterday, in the upper room of The business was confined to the amendments in
the support of pri phenomena, in every respect, in the East ac- McNaught’s house; the apprentices in the shop the General Appropriation Bill as made in the Sen
; and to the Bill for the relief of the Asylum for
mus raised to be compainedthe rising of the sun, and continu then dined, and McN. who had retired alone into ate
the Deaf and Dumb in Kentucky.
another
room,
contiguous-to
the
dining
room,
sent
the intereet to be ed to. present a very beautiful spectacle till
A resolution was adopted, on motion of Mr. Brent,
Daniel Denoon, his foreman, and as soon as he of La. directing the Committee on Commerce to in
al, tilb the sum after 8 o’clock. These appearances are as for
had entered the room, it is said that McN. shot him
on of dollars : cribed to the rays* of light falling on the frozen in the abdomen with a pistol: and it is also said quire into the expediency of providing that vessels»
at sea shall carry lights ia the night.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 1826.

•dle<i last

and near to the point of its destination.—The twelve
CONGRESS.
thousand men to be furnished by Mexico had al
At our latest dates from Washington, tie House of
ready concentrated, and were merely awaiting the Representatives were still discussing the various possi
arrival of transports.
ble modes of electing President, and the Senate had
not decided on the Panama Mission. This question
Extrad of a letter from a Member ofCongress from one is considered one which furnishes a test of the disposi
of the Southern States, to a gentleman in this city, tion of the Senate towards the President, on the
dated Washington, March 9.
ground we suppose that intrinsically it is one of very
“ I cannot withhold from myself the gratification of little importance, and to confirm or reject the propo
informing you, that our friend Mr. Everett has just sition is little more than an act of civility or discour
concluded one of the most finished and admirable ef tesy to him. It is supposed that of the members
forts of eloquence ever witnessed, not alone in this present, twenty five are in favour of the proposition,
House, but in the country. His success has been en and twentyagainst.it. Among the former are said to
tire, for he has not only sustained, but greatly increas be three senators from the eastward of us, among rhe
ed the reputation he brought here. He fixed and riv- latter all the rest from the New-England states.
etted the profound attention of the House, with in Should this subject and the dissertations on the con
tense delight, during the whole course of his argu stitution be disposed of in season it is supposed that
ment-”
Bost. Mess.
the bankrupt bill will be brought forward, with a fa
vourable prospect of its pas sing.
Bos. Mes.
From Washington we learn, that the general ex
pectation was, that early in this week, the Panama
THE LATE MAIL ROBBERY.
question would be determined in the Senate. The
It is su pposed to be ascertained that this robbery
vote in its favour is certain. The matter will then
was perpetrated in the day time, on the road between
be presented to the House by a message from the Philadelphia and Newport. Two stage drivers, nam
President, asking the necessary appropriation. It
ed Coleman and Butler, have been attested as accessa
will then be duscussed probably both fully and free
ries. The person suspected as the projector of the
ly—so fully, as to require perhaps three weeks.
In other affairs little is doing, Nothing will be enterprise is not yet taken. He was seen frequently
changed, it is conjectured, in thetariff; noteven passing between Wilmington and Philadelphia, before
the duty on tea, which seems to call so imperiously the robbery, and was often engaged in conversation
with Coleman and Butler.—One of the accomplices
for reduction.
Ib.
Many rumours are circulated as to displacements has been arrested in New York.
in the cabinet, which however are mere weak in
Col.
of Tenessee, recently appointed
ventions of the opposition, intended, to beget dis
Minister to Guatemala, has arrived at Norfolk, to
trust, and induce a persuasion that there is a want
of stability and harmony in the composition of the embark for his destination, in the John Adams,
Capt. Wilkinson.
President’s Council.

Tn Eliot, Feb. 2 8, Maj. Samuel Remick, aged 70.
In Portsmouth. Mrs. Mary Willard, relict of thè
late President. Willard of Harvard University, aged
72In Glenary, Argyleshire, Scotland, John Monroy
aged 99. For many years, it was his daily prac
tice to plunge, with his clothes on, into the river
Area ; and so far did habit become nature, that if
compelled to remain any length of time with a dry
skin, he felt all the uneasiness of a fish out of water.
He always enjoyed excellent health ; and till his last
illness, had never been but twice seriously indisposed
and on these occasions, as an antidote, his aged help
mate had to souse him over head and ears at his bed
side, a remedy that never failed to restore his health.
While on a visit to his daughter at Inverness, he was
taken sick, and a few hours before he died, he earnest
ly desired to be plunged into his native stream ; but
his request came too late.

LATEST FROM EUROPE.
We are indebted to Capt. Bussey, of the ship Ame
thyst for the London Courier of Jan. 20, eight days la
ter than was received by the Milo. It appears that the
Government of Russia was quietly settled under the
Emperor Nicholas I, and that there had been no com' motions after those of which we have before had an
account, on the 26th ofDecember. A number of offi
bus"'essfor2*U
cers and soldiers were arrested in consequence of the
transactions of that day ; one account says 600. An
other account says that the Emperor had pardoned
them all. Among the persons arrested, was Prince
Troubotzkoi. Gen. Miioradovitsch lost his life in the
tumult, but it is said he fell a victim to private ven
in Casb'n
Í
geance, an individual having taken advantage of the
occasion to revenge a private quarrel.
,es- The J» M
A large number of promotions by the new Emperor
hul|d
M
are mentioned. All the military colonies between
KEJ^rEBUJ^K, MARCH 18.
St. Petersburgh and Moscow, had taken the oath to
Athe Emperor Nicholas. It is stated that the new Em
MEMORANDA*
peror has addréssed a circular to the Russian Ambas
Saco, March 11.—Cleared, brig Jubilee, Chase,
sadors, in which he professes the principles of peace
for Cayenne, via N* Y.—Sailed, sch. Adno, Leav
and concord, which were followed by his brother.
ÆSS<
itt, Richmond.
The directing Senate has ordered that a colossal stat
Portsmouth, March 11—Sailed schr’s. Harriot,
ue shall be erected to the Emperor Alexander. Liefet.
WATE.
J
Seavey, for Norfolk ; Paramount, Day, for Phila
■Gen. Trip was to set out from Brussels immediately,
delphia, via York.
as envoy extraordinary from the king of the Nether
. , SATUBDAy fe Í
U this day.
Newburyport, March 12—Arrived, sch. Two
lands, to congratulate the. Emperor Nicholas on his
Brothers, Sawyer, Welj$ Wood ; set, Cygnet
accession.
—
Bos. Mes.
York, Potatoes ; ¡sell. New Hope, Phillips, KitteryAmong the reasons which Constantine gave for de
)iu
Fish.—14th sloop Charles, Gilipatrick, Saco, Lum
clining the throne of Russia were that he did not
ber, Hoops, &c.
lay claim to the spirit, abilities or Strength, necessary
Among others it has been said that Mr. Clay was
)f sick an(l disable,i?.
Salem, March 10—Below, brig Osprey, from
for the high duties.
The
National
Journal
states
that
the
rumors
of
to take a seat on the bench of the Supreme Court,
Kennebunkifof New Orleans, put in for a harbor.
It is reported the Turks, from jealousy of the
intended
changes
in
the
Cabinet
are
utterly
destitute
and Mr. Rush the collectorship of Philadelphia.
(Incorrect.)
t
Egytians have opened a négociation with the Greeks.
Neither the one nor the other are dreamt of.. As to of all shadow of foundation. The Setretary of the
WWNESM1.11|
A small quantity of Cotton had been brought to Mr. Clay, he will, if his health be, as we trust it Navy has recovered from his late severe indisposi
Boston, March 11—Ar. sloop Packet, Grants
Liverpool from New Holland, of a quality worth lad
long may be, spared, continue by the faithful & able tion : he transacted business at the Department on Kennebunk ; 12th, Packet ship Amethyst, Bussev,
r the better^.
per lb.
49 days from Liverpool.
discharge of the duties of his arduous and responsi the 9th inst. “ for the first time for many weeks.”
1 was readand
Accounts in England from Calcutta were only to ble station, to vindicate to the country the wisdom
New-York, March 11—Ar. sch. Roberts, Wells;
Sept 17. The sickness continued among the troops of his appointment, and to encourage his friends and
DISTRESSING OCCURRENCE.
15 days from Jacmel. Left, 24th Feb. brig Osprey.
movedin CongressJ
•acting against the Burmese. The Europeans at Cal disconcert his enemies by his frank and manly
The Johnstown Herald states, that on Friday Miller, of this port, for Mobile, 6.
ibstituted for gj
cutta did not have the disease.—The Indigo Crop
morning last, about 10 o’clock, the house occupied by
course.
Aew
York
American.
Ar. at Wilmington, N. C. pre^ous to 24th ult.
Äew’J
promised to be abundant.
Mr. Jacob Place, in the north part of that town, was brigs Cadmus. Perkins, of this port, Porto Rico ;
Three Stock Brokers had failed in London ; and a
Benjamin S. Bulfinch, a brother of the type, has destroyed by fire. Two of his children were burnt Beaver, Work, Providence ; sch. Washington.
failure in Liverpool was reported, for 100,000/.
issued proposals at St. Augustine for publishing a to death, and the life of a third is despaired of. Mr. Huff, of this port.
The ad mate of the ship Ceres, at Liverpool, had
Place and his wife were also badly burnt in endeav
The sloop Packet Delia, Vers, of New Bed
been charged with stealing copper bolts from that history of his life. He states that he has travelled ouring to rescue their helpless little ones from the
THURSDAY,
ford, from N. York for Boston, was abandoned
as
a
pedestrian
through
the
twenty
four
states,
of
•opriation fop the J
vessel.
flames.
—
A.
Y.
Mer.
Adv.
which helwill give a description not from what he
inlat. 39, Ion. 68, Jan. 8—crew taken off by brig
lr
was retail
has heard but from what he has seen. Like too ma
Eliza, Bunker, of Saco, from Boston, and arri
Natives, and flieh'
^Capt. Bussey had constant sunshine, at sea, during ny of his brethren he is without the one thing need
Engine s.—At Gardiner, Maine, there is one of ved at Jaquemel Feb. 8 ; one of them much frost
On motion by
0*1 r late fpul weather.
ful, and therefore being unable to publish the work the Philadelphia fire engines with suction hose. bitten. She had been blown off and wrecked in the
f Executive busing
The reports of the detention of the brig Leander, himself, offers the copy right for sale.
The town of Hallowell has voted $800 to obtain one, gale of 4th.
of Salem, by the British at Singapore, were untrue.
on the same principle.
No American vessels at Smyrna, Dec. 22s
She has arrived in China.
n
/Ridami
Au extra sheet of the National Journal contains
Ar. at New Orleans, 16th, Constitution, Mitchell.
'Uy, of au execuid
A negro in Jamaica has been hanged for supply In port 18th, for N. York, Sarah, Mayhew, soon ;
an act of the British parliament to repeal the sever
The Ship Herald, which arrived yesterday from al laws relating to the performance of quarantine, ing runaway and rebellious negroes with gunpow Leo, Morrell, unc.
Smyrna, sailed Dec. 22Letters are said to give and to make other provisions in lieu thereof.
der.
Cleared, at Norfolk, 3d inst. brig Missionary,
present
gloomy accounts of the affairs of the Greeks.
Wise,jof this port, for City Point.
SATURDAY,mJ
Letters from Smyrna, mention the death of the Rev.
The Lucinda, of Saco, from N. Y» was in the Po
vton.of Va.it was.}
We have this week received the first number of
Fayetteville, N. C. March 1.—For several days
Mr Fiske, a Missionary.
Committee on d
past the weather has been so uncommonly warm, the “National Philanthropist, intended to tomac, 6th.
VESSELS LEFT.
that vegetation has.progressed to a surprising de
into the expedient
INFLUENZA IN CHINA !
be devoted to the suppression of intemperance and
At Marseilles, 15th Jan. brigs Hope, Loring, of
ed States surveyed
A letter from Wampoa, near Canton, Sept 28, gree. Many peach trees are in full bloom, and the its kindred vices, and to the encouragement ofgen
laid on the tablétj
Boston, loading for Laguira ; Elder Brewster
votaries of Flora are already beginning to twine
states that an epidemic cold prevailed there, and “ fresh garlands.”
——
eral morality.” The mechanical execution of the Weston, coppering, to sail in 15 days. Brig Georg;
whole crews of vessels had been at once taken down
ommittee of the l .
RIDING A WHALE.
paper is neat, and the professed object of the publi Lewis, of this port, sailed 5 days before
with it.
From the Havana Shipping List of Feb. 25! discharged Irony I
The N. Y. 1 ruth Teller, on the authority of a cation highly praiseworthy, and richly merits the
It thus appears that the disorder has raged in the
port, Clarissa, Piper, of Kennebunk, (ar. 18
resolutions that li
Southern as in the Nothern Hemisphere, in the East correspondent, states that a sailor in the Greenland
<
patronage of the philanthropic part of the commu from Teneriffe,) for Beston, 5 th inst., Ospri
to amend the Cl
ern as in the Western. It has indeed been a universal fishery, after having struck a whale felt orerboai-dj
but soon found himself meunted on the back cf the nity—The proprietor has our best wishes that his Castine, soon ; Midas, Patterson, of Saco, d;sg
: they, together i|
complaint.
lying on thetablij
whale, and had presence of mind enough to put his patronage may be liberal, and his efforts to root out 22d, 7 from Blakeley); Sultana, Blunt, of Pons
mouth, discharging.
hand
in the blower or spout hole, to secure his seat,
d to a Select Cob
BRAZIL.
intemperance from among us, may be crowned with
At Antigua, 20th Janus, for St. Barts ; Favorite*
being
unprovided
at
the
time
with
either
saddle
or
Letters from Pernambuco are to Jan. 31. No bel
success—Any person wishing to examine the first Lord, of this port, Ap. 1.
MONDAY,M
ligerent events are related, though war was declared bridle.—Contrary to custom, John’s pony kept near
VESSELS SPOKEN*
■o amend the W
Dec. 10. La Plata is blockaded by a large squadron, the surface of the water and bore him in such style number can be gratified by calling at our office,
srs. Stevenson of I
In the Gut, 22d, George, Lewis, of this port 14
and fresh troops are landed at Monte Video. Exten and at such rate as never mortal rode before; the and if disposed to become a subscriber will please
days from Marseilles, for New Orleans.
Mr. CambreleM
sive conscriptions have taken place for the Army, boats all the while in full chace, and the crews ever leave their name.
27th, off the Moro, Havana, Hornet, sloop of
and
anon
singing
out
“
hold
fast
John.
”
In
this
way
[It is supposed tlii
thus depriving Agriculture of its necessary labourers,
War.
r
he
posted
full
a
mile
and
was
then
taken
on
board
for two or threef.
and not only hazarding a diminution of sugar and
EAST ELIOT POST OFFICE.
one of the boats.
cotton, but of the necessaries of life.
Bost. Pall,
The new Post Office recently established in Eliot,
the subject offe
is called East Eliot Post Office—Jonath an Ham
is laid on the tabu
WONDERFUL.
CONDITION OF CUBA.
A child of Henry Allen of Bennington, Vt. about mond, Jun. has been appointed Post Master.
OS. G. MOODY has for sale a few thousand first f
We understand from a gentleman who has enjoy five years old, ran out with his cousin to see him
TUESDAY, Ml!
quality warranted SHINGLES.
ed the best opportunities of conversing with the draw a pail of water; the little fellow anxious to
nen were annouw
M^rch 18.
most intelligent classes of the Island, that the great see the bucket dip, the curb being low, fell head
ton the petition oftte
body of the population, (viz. the proprietors of es first into the well, which was about 40 feet deep, and
e war with Great:
tates and slaves), are anxious fora separation from had five feet water. There was no person about
MARRIED.—In Nobleborough, Me. Mr. Joseph
iuchanan, Mr. Bä
the mother country; that they have no hopes of the house except women, and the aged and.decrepit Kennedy, aged 17, to Miss Sarah L. Richardson, aged
r. Metcalfe, and i
establishing their independence except by the as grandfather, between 70 and 80 years of age, who 19.
sistance of the Sou th American. States ; and that was slowly recovering from a severe paralytic,
In Lebanon, Mr. Stephen M. Matthes, of Milton,
HE subscribers being the persons named in an act
ation offered soup
they are apprehensive of calling in their aid, lest shock. But the old gentleman (Mr. Isaac W’ebster, N. H. to Miss Endosia Grant of the former place.
entitled “ An act to incorporate the Quamphee Island, proposing
these states should carry with them a “ proclama a soldier of the revolution) forgetting his age and
In Warwick, Md. Mr. Thomas H. Evans of the U.
gan Manufacturing Company,” do hereby give notice
:ee to inquire w •
tion of negro emancipation in the van.”—Even should infirmities, descended into the well, and to his great States navy, or some other place, to Miss Mary Hall, that the first meeting of the Members and Stockhold
.mendinent in thew
the invasion not be accompanied by emancipation of joy, found his darling grandson sustaining his mouth after an acquaintance of three days, and a courtship ers of said corporation will be holden at the Counting
5 country and M •
their slaves, they are afraid it may be succeeded by just above the water, by one hand clinched hold of of thirty minutes.
Room of Thomas Leigh, Esq. in South Berwick, in
convenience reqtii$
that result. The States of South America, on the the well chain. The child passed between the wall
In Chesterfeld county, Vir. by the Rev. John Wi the county of York, on Wednesday the fifth day of
3, coins, and add«
other hand, are anxious on account of their own pro and the bucket, and from the mud in his hair, his der, Elder E. Clay, aged 84, to Miss Phebe Newby, April next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon for the
ie, was taken upiI'
tection to give independence to Cuba; but thpy are head must have struck against the bottom.
aged 64.
.
purpose of organizing under the act incorporating
lover, so as torefcf
•desi^s of carrying with them their own principle
said company. By
“ The world was sad, the garden was a wild,
: Waysand Mw '
of emancipation. Unless some assurance can be
Resuscitation.—Samuel Brown, a seaman of
1. Choosing a Clerk,
And man, tne he»mit, sigh’d till woman smil’d.”
given to allay the apprehensions of the people of Cu the schooner Spark, of New London, fell overboard
2. A Treasurer.
ba, it is not probable that the meditated invasion and sunk at Norfolk. After being qnder water
3. Such other Officers, Directors, and Agents, as
WEDNESDAY, Jii
will obtain their hearty co-operation and good wish more than ten minutes, he was drawn up in appar
shall be thought necessary and convenient to carry
es.—Rich. Inq.
of the ordinary
ently a lifeless state. By the timely exertions of
into effect the object for which said corporation is es
,umed the tonsifej
Drs.Hill and Hodges, he was soon brought to life,
tablished.
DIED
—
In
Limerick
on
Thursday
morning
last,
tion to amend tHI
Capt. Cheever, arrived at N. York from Cadiz, and is now doing well.
4* To make and establish bye laws for the regula
Hon.
JOHN
McDONALD,
Major
General
of
the
es. Mr. Drayton J
states that when he left that place (Jan. 29,) a fleet
tion and government of said corporation.
first
division
of
Militia
in
Maine,
aged
55.
We
un

ie concluded at
of six or eight sail was fitting out to sail in from 30
Casualty.—The body of Mr. Selah S. Harris
THOMAS LEIGH,
tained the.flow;s,
to 40 days for Havana, thence against Vera Cruz. was found m a turf-ditch,, near Newark, N.J. on derstand his funeral will take place this afternoon.
WM. A. HAYES,
In
Saco,
3d
inst.
very
suddenly,
Mr.
Joseph
Scam

reported praM
the 6th inst. A musk-rat, which had been caught
BENJAMIN NASON,
man,
aged
40.
While
in
the
act
of
going
after
a
; and the Ho®
in a trap, his gun and game bag, were lying near
TIMOTHY FERGUSON.
•SAVANNAH, FEB. 25.
him, and he is supposed to have stuck fast in the pail of water, he fell and almost instantly expired.
South Berwick, March 9,1826.
MELANCHOLY.
In
Saco,
Mr.
Jeremiah
W.
Ham,
aged
29.
THUHSDAY)^
On Thursday night, as Capt. Smalley, of the mud while passing the ditch. He was a married
Maj. Samuel Nye, aged 48.
.athrop, of Mass»
schr.Ivy, from Boston, bound to Beaufort, S. C. man about 30 years of age.
In Farmingham, Miss Naomi Gridley ; aged 54,
to be appointsdnnyi
was going with seven others on board of his vessel,
the present
It was the wi$h of Doctor Franklin, we believe, leaving a legacy of $500 to the treasury of the Amer
being in CocUspur Roads, the boat was carried by
APE NEDDOCK POST OFFICE is this day
ican Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
e next.
i
the tide against the schooner’s bow and upset, when that he might be permitted to visit the world after
opened. All Persons wishing for the future to
In Baldwin, on the 22dult. Mr. Joseph Crocket,
iness of the day
thelapseofa
cer.tury,
and
“
look
upon
his
little
Capt. S. and Wm. Wall, a colored man, a pilot,
send Letters to this part of the Town will direct them
formerly of Shapleigh, aged ^5. After he and an
Massachusetts t(q
America.
”
Not
half
a
centurv
has
passed
since
the
were unfortunately drowned. Capt. Smalley was
other man had succeeded in placing a log upon the to Cape Neddock in York.
hours, in oppRa young man without family, and belonged to St. wish was uttered, and we believe that the great sled, the deceased braced himself against the lower
SAMUEL ADAMS, P. M.
»nffie. The * ’ . George’s River, Main£.
philosopher would be astonished at the size of his
March 6, 1826.
side of it to keep it steady whilst his partner made
little country.
•ett had fi’H R
We are not about penning “ a pnff national,” but it fast; but its pressure overpowering his strength,
1 Journal] can w
BALTIMORE, MARCH 6.
& BO^WELIr,
m looking into an Indiana paper we discover some obliged him to give w ay aEd receive thq log upon
itteringandumj
CQZOMKLtfÁ* ELEET.
his body. From this situation he was extricated as
AVE for sale Ground PEPPER, ALLSPICE,
iny youngs*
The following extract of a letter from Vera Cruz, remarks upon the Ehip Yards in that state; now
soon
as
possible,
though
not
until
he
had
received
a
and CINNAMON of the first quality.
what would any man fifty years since have said to a
ay be allowed, c 'gives some information not before published :
injury which proved mortal nine days after.
Feb.25.
never was att*
“ The Contadar, (pay master) of the frigate Li prophecy of “ ship yards,” in what were then the
In Waterborough, Joanna Chadbourne, widow of
bertad, informed me of a very agreeable piece of almost unexplored wilds of the western territory '
his/ occasion. 3,'
Paul Chad bourne Esq. aged 73.
s great an d«
news which he learnt on board of his B. M. corvette
U. 8. Gaz.
In Cape-Elizabeth, Mr. James Ramsbottom, a na
witnessed o’1 %
Silla, which anchored in our port yesterdav. At his
tive of England, at the advanced age of no years.
departure from Carthagena, Colombia, an expedi
>ct which HR
SIGNS OF SPRING.
LL persons indeb*
He served in the old French war, under Gen. Wolf—
anduneqm*
tion of 12,000 men, commanded by the captain gen
What we deem far more indicative of returning
than one year
and afterwards in the war of the Revolution.
eral Bermudez, was on the point of setting sail for spring than the flight of birds or the marvellous
immediate, payment ’
In Dover, N. H. Capt. James Guppy, aged 93 years
the
island
of
Cuba.
I
could
not
miss
this
opportu

sights
of
our
southern
brethren,
is
the
vernal
mildness
FRIDAY,^
nity of communicating to you this important news, of the weather, the opening of the ice-bound rivers, 6 months and four days ; Mrs. Lydia White, aged
ined to the amrf
Kennebunk, Feb.
announced by the commandant of the corvette to’ and the commencement of internal navigation. 88 ; Mrs. Mary Waldron, relict of Richard Waldron,
ion Bill as
the Captain of the Libertad.”
Since our last, we hive learned that the Connecti Esq. ; Miss Dorcas Foy ; Mr. Joel Young, aged 26 ;
the relief oH*
THE BA
This information is in some degree confirmed b.y cut and Hudson Rivers are free from ice, and that a child of Mr.----- - Peaslee; Mr. James Burrows, aihe subjoined article from the Norfolk Beacon of steam boats, sloops, lighters, and other craft, are as- ged 36 ; Mr. Wentworth Tebbets.
In
Boston,
Samuel
Blagge,
Esq.
the
Notary
Public
March 1, which, if true, shows that the heavy arm suminng their wonted places and giving new life and
unidee on Conir
who was lately tried before the Senate of Massachu
ed part of the Colombian squadron is already at sea,' animation to every kind of business.—2Cavelier.
Store.
y Cf providing 1»,
setts. He died suddenly, of cramp in the stomach.
March i
a the nigH
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From the Philadelphia Evening Post.
THE VILLAGE SCHOOL,
SOON as the dial points at two,
In flock the brain-distracting crew,
A motley group, some short, some tall.
Some thick, some thin, both great and small;
Some read the Bible through and through,
And some can read and cypher too 5
Each takes his seat without delay,
And cons the studies of the day.
Pray, sir, how many fives in seven
Can I put down ? Eleventy ’¡even,
The Introduction class will read,
Page twenty one, and now proceed.
‘ A-ram was sitting in the shad
Pshaw ! that really is too bad—
You stupid fellow, can’t you see
The last word ends with final E,
“ A-ram was sitting in the shade”—
Sir, Tom his dirty hand has laid
Upon my map, and made a stain
Almost as large as lake Champlain.
The minor class will take the floor.
And say their spelling lesson o’er ;
T E-A, what does that spell ?
None of us boys here can tell;
Some one of you surely might;
What did you sup upon last night ?'
Oh ! I can well remember that,
It was so good—’twas mush and fat;
D-R-l-N-K—name that, try—
What do you want when you are dry r
Oh nothing, sir, I never yet
Have been too dry—sometimes too wet;
Your throat, I mean—Oh ! then I wet it
With butter-milk if I caff get it.
Old Goody here came rushing in,
And cried some one has maul’d my Jim,
And left him in a dreadful trim ;
He says that some great fighting bully
Has flogg’d him most unmercifully ;
I’m sure that no boy of his size
Could by fair play have bunged his eyes,
And so completely broke his nose;
The blood has spoiled his Sunday clothes—
My boy no more to school shall come,
Henceforth I’ll keep him safe at home.
1 shall be pleased Ma’am if you do,
Glad to be rid of him and you.
Now, blustering, in comes father Pat,
Hauling along his blubbering brat—
I’ve brought you, sir, a scholar here,
(Provided you don’t charge too dear,)
And tho’ he’s never been at school
The boy is «rtingiy no fool,
But quite a cute and cunning elf,
For I have larn’d him sir, myself.
Hold up youi head now, Paddy, do,
And say how much is two-times-two ?
Twice two are three, sir—just see there,
Within one of it, I declare.
T told you so—he’s quite a wizard,
Spell that word Paddy—V-i-izard—
Well done, my boy, and now spell witch,
A female wizard—V-i-itch—
Enough sir, I can plainly see,
Your son is quite a prodigy ;
t
These samples, for alas, at last,
These are but samples and a taste,
As Cowper say's, of evils sot?,
Which poor school-masters must endure ?
Sure when the Devil tempted Job,
With all the troubles on the globe,
And strove to put him in a passion,
School-keeping was not then in fashion,
For had he tied him to a school,
Job had not kept his temper cool.

ADDRESS TO MY CIGAR.
YES social Friend, I love thee well
In learned doctors’ spite ?
I Jove thy fragrant, misty smell,
I love thy calm delight.

What though they tell, with phizes long.,,
Our rears are sooner past;
J wou’d reply with answers strong,
They’re sweeter while they last.—
And oft, mild tube, to me thou art
A monitor though still ;
Thou speakest a lesson to my heart
Beyond the preachers skill,

When in the lonely evening hour,
Attended but by thee,
O’er history's varied page I pore,
Man’s fate in thine I see

Awhile, like thee the hero burns,
And smokes and fumes around,
And then like thee to ashes turns,
And mingles with the ground.
Thou’rt like the worthy man that gives
To goodness every day,
The fragrance of whose virtue lives,
When he has pass’d away.

Oft hen my snowy column growsj
And breaks and fades away,
I trace how mighty realms thus rose,
Then tumbled to decay

From beggar’s rags to monarch’s robes,
One common doom is cast,
Sweet Nature’s works, the mighty globe,
Must all burn out at last.
And what is he who smokes thee now ?
A little, moving heap,
That soon like thee to death must bow,
Like thee in ashes sleep.
And when I see thy smoke roll high,
Thy ashes downward go,
Methinks ’tis thus my soul must fly,
Thus leave my body low.
J. W. B. G.

pie in the world, I should not have expected
that question from you, who have built so ma
ny castles in the air, that you might sleep
every night in one of them.”

For Sale, at Auction.

By .Authority of the Stale of Maint.

HE homestead Farm of the late Mr. Jeremiah
Hubbard, of Wells, containing about seventy
eight acres of valuable land in one body on which
the buildings stand, conveniently divided into fields
of mowing, tillage, pasture, and woodland, a good
CLASS,
well of water, a productive orchard, a convenient
house, one and a half stories high, with four rooms
on the floor, and a barn of a good size, both in good
REENOUGH & BODWELL have just added repair ; and about io acres of salt marsh belonging to
to their stock a large assortment of
the said Farm. The farm is situated on the county
road leading to Berwick, about two miles from Wells
of
landing, and is an excellent stand for a Tavern. Also,
which they offer for sale at reduced prices.
two pews in. the Baptist Meeting-house in Wells.
3000
March 4.
The above described property will be offered for
5
2500 '
sale at Public Auction at the store of Nahum Morrell,
Esq. in Wells, on Wednesday March 22d, atftwo o’
9
200
1800
clock in the afternoon, if not previously disposed of
ii
is
380 j
at private sale. The terms of payment will be very
ii
is 3600
JOSHUA HUBBARD.
HE subscriber about leaving town, is desirous of liberal.
ii
Portsmouth, March 1, 1826.
having his business to a close ; he therefore re
'
1800
66
questsail persons indebted by Note or account to the
10
4680 !
late firm of THOMAS WENTWORTH & Co. or to
18900’ I
3780 66
the subscriber, to call and settle the same previous to
the ist day of April next, as all demands unsettled at
O be sold at Public Vendue on Monday 20th
The tickets in this Lottery are formed by the dif, J
that time will be left with an Attorney for collection.
inst. at ten o’clock A. M. at Capt. Abraham ferent ternary combinations that can be made oTfortp
_
? !
THOMAS WENTWORTH.
Littlefield’s store in Wells, Nathaniel Goodale’s Farm,
t<wo numbers, from 1 to 4 inclusive.—To decide
South Berwick, March 3,1826.
containing about thirty two acres, together with good prizes, on the day of drawing, 42 numbers, from itci
buildings standing thereon.
42 inclusive, will severally be deposited in a wheel >
Terms liberal and made known at the time of sale. and six drawn out:—There will be oo tickets having |
on them as a combination, three of the drawn nusp
—ALSO—
On Saturday March 25th, at Wm> Gooch, Esq’s, bers ; 540 having two, and 3780 but one’ of
HE subscriber intends going to Bostên thé first of stere at one o’clock P. M. about 14 acres of Land drawn numbers. That ticket having the 1st, ad, and’ I
next month, and expects at that time to be which formerly belonged to Caleb Clark, deceased, 3d drawn numbers, will be entitled to $ro,ooo ; thatf i
wanting in point of funds, he requests those indebted
lying on the upper road, leading through Wells to having the 4th, jth, and 6th, to §5,000. Those I
tickets having on them the 1st, 2d, and 4th—1st,
to him to cal! and pay as much as they can previous Kennebunk.—Terms liberal.
and 5th— 1st, ad, and 6tb, each gi,ooo. Those
to that time ; he however does not expect any one
MOSES CLARK, Auctioneer.
having ist, 3d, arid 4th—1st, 3d, and 5-th—jst, 3^
will put himself to any inconvenience whatever on his
Wells, March 1,1826.
and 6th—ad, 3d, and 4th—ad, 3d, & 5th, each gjoo" I
account.
•a.
.4.1^
____ 1
.*11 ».
I
N. B. AU persons in this place are requested not to
That having the —
ist,
4th,
and 6th, will
be
Those having the ist, 4th, and 5th—ist3 5th, and 6th deliver any article to any person on my account with
out a written order from me.
OR Sale twenty-four feet and four inches in the —ad, 4th, and 5th—ad, 5th, and 6th—3d, 4th, and
March 3, 1826.
JOHN LILLIE.
centre of the house now occupied by Stephen 5th —3d, 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th, and 6th—2d, 3d, and
Furbish, situated in Kennebunk on the road leading 6th
to —ad, 4th and 6th, each ¿200. The thifty.sÿ
Kennebunk-Port. Any person disposed to purchase tickets having two of the drawn numbers, and those 1
can know the terms (which will be very liberal) on two the ist, and ad drawn numbers will each be
§i«o. The tbirty-six tickets having the 5thj and 6th I
application to
RUFUS FURBISH.
drawn numbers, will each be §50. All others having
OS. G. MOODY will take Hallowell and Augusta
March 2, 1826.
any two of the drawn numbers, will be prizes of gi0
Bank Bills, Thomas Agry and J. Merricks sig
Those having in their combination any one of the
natures,at a discount for Goods.—He has just received
drawn numbers will be prizes of §5. The blanks are
a quantity of Green Spectacles, Women’s Calfskin
Shoes, which will be sold cheap. Likewise COLUMOST in Limerick on Wednesday 15th inst. a Sil those tickets which have not either of the drawn numbers. No ticket which shall have drawn a superior
BIAN SPELLING BOOKS by dozen or single.
ver patent lever Hunting WATCH, manufac
prize can be entitled to an inferior one. Prizes sub
March 4.
tured in Liverpool by Hornby—Said Watch had
ject to a deduction of 15 ner cent, and payable in 60
when lost, a ribon, seal and key attached to it—Who
days after the drawing in bank bills generally current*
ever has found the same and will leave it at the Ga
zette office, shall receive the above reward. Should in this state. Prizes not demanded in one year after
the drawing will not be paid. This class will be
HE Office in the new building adjoining the Old the above described Watch be offered for sale to any drawn as soon as the sale of tickets will justify it.
individual
he
shall
be
entitled
to
the
above
reward
by
Brick, lately occupied by George B. Moody,
Portland, March 3, 1826.
giving information so that it may be obtained.
Esq.
D. WISE, & Co.
Tickets and parts in the above splendid Scheme,
Feb.
25.
March 3.
in a great variety of numbers, may be obtained at
,1. , „11 11
—..........
i„n„w -nr--........
'
---------- ------------- ri--------JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore. Persons holding *
small prizes in the last class, signed by any vender in
HE copartnership heretofore existing under the Portland, are invited to call and exchange them.
jTZ"Orders by mail (post paid) enclosing cash or
Feet Hard Pine TIMfirm of
prize Tickets, will be promptly attended to, if ad.
BER, of the following
dressed to
J. & J. DÜNN, Portland, or
dimensions, viz :—11 inches wide from end to end-3.
J. K. REMICH, Kennebunk.
6 inch thick and from 16 to 24 feet long—for which is by mutual consent this day dissolved. All persons
March 10, 1826.
a fair price will be paid by
indebted to the late firm are requested to make imme
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
diate payment to John Adams, Jr. and all persons
having demands against said firm are requested to ex
hibit the same for payment.
T 1ST OF PRIZES in the Cumberland and Ox« J
THOMAS DREW,
ford Canal Lottery, 7th class, which drew
, JOHN ADAMS Jr.
March 4.
Newfield, Feb. 16, 1826.
4530 20 4886 10 5268 10 5366 50
N. B. Bnsiness will be continued at the old stand
4585 20 4889 10 5290 10 5671 10
BUSHELS Vermont WHEAT of a superior
by
JOHN ADAMS Jr.
MfUp quality, for sale by the Subscriber.
4586 10 4973 20 5300 10 5693 50
4589 10 4998 10 5303 10 5699 19
—ALSO—
4620 20 5069 50 5329 100 5727 50
4622 50 5070 10 5345 20 5729 50
by the Hhds.
<
B. PALMER.
46Ô5 10 5076 10 5359 10 5748 20
Feb.25.
4649 10 5117 10 5370 10 5770 100
HE subscriber heieby gives general, and particu
4725 10 5129 50 5448 50 577? 10
lar Notice to all persons indebted to him either
by note or account, that the demands against them .4762 10 5168 10 5472 10 5777 10
4810 10 5205 10 5526 10 5832 10
must be settled and paid on or before the first day of
ANTED by the subscriber in payment for pa April next. It is hoped this notice will, be deemed
4827 10 5232 10 5559 20 5908 10
pers, two hunnred feet of goad Cellar ROCKS sufficient...
4864 50 5255 10 5575 20 5912 10
B. PALMER.
of a good quality, but not of a very large size, as they
4869 20 5259 10 5595 10 5919 10
Feb. 25.
are for topping rocks.
4873 10
Feb; 25.
JAMES K. REMICHAll tickets ending with 1
_ —4
_—
_ _
______
_
$ are
entitled
to a §5 prize, in addition to the above, agreeable to
the scheme. J. Sc J. Dunn sold the above, and prizes
of S5 to the amount of 84310«
HE subscriber being about to remove from this
March 11.
place, requests all those who have demands against him to present them for payment; and ail who
ANTED by the subscriber a quantity of OAK are indebted to him either by Note or Account, are
SHIPTIMBER, PLANK and TRUNNELS, called upon to make payment before the first day of
April next.
sufficient for a vessel of about one hundred and eighty
EDMUND PEARSON.
tons.
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINTMENT,
Kennebunk, Feb. 18, 1826.
ALSO, 150 Spruice and Burgalum KNEES of a
which has stood the test against all other oint
good quality, of a size sufficient for the upper deck of
ment, the price of which has been reduced from 50 to
a vessel of 260 tons—For which a fair price and good
37< cents.
pay will be made.
ALSO,
JOEL LARRABEE, Jun.
Y the subscriber for a vessel about .90 Tons, say
Davenport's
Billions Pills»
Feb. 18.
BEAMS, FLOOR TIMBERS, RISINGS,
For
the
time
these
Pills
Eave
been offered to the pub
NAVAL TIMBERS, FUTTOCKS, KNEES,
lic, the sale of them has exceeded the most sanguine
BREAST HOOKS, 8 by 9 WALE PIECES,
TRUNNELS, 2I inch OAK PLANK, &c.for which expectations of the proprietor, which may be fairly
considered an acknowledgement of their many vifr
a fair price will be given.
tues.
They are very justly esteemed for their mild and
OULD inform those who may wish for his pro TIMBER, PLUNK, and
fessional services, that he has removed to will be taken in payment for old debts, and those per safe operation as a cathartic in all cases where one is
sons against whom the subscriber has Notes and ac necessary—they are a safe, and sovereign remedy in
Kennebunk.
He would alsoremind those, with whom he has un counts of long standing must not complain if they re all billious fevers, pains in the head, stomach and bow
settled accounts, that the present is a proper season ceive a call from a Lawyer, as this is the second call els, indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms,
and billious cholic—they are likewise an antidote a*
they have had in this way,
for their adjustment.
gainst infectious diseases, removing obstructions ofeV’
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Kennebunk, Feb. 18, 1826.
ery kind by dissolving and discharging the morbid
Wells, Feb. 7, 1826.
matter, helping digestion, restoring a lost appetite—2
sure relief for costive habits. They are so accommodated to all seasons and hours, that they may be taken
in summer or winter, at any time of the day, without
HÉ subscriber wishes to notify those persons who
regard to diet or hindrance of business Their oper
have promised him HIDES, SKINS, BARK
ation is so gentle and effectual, that by experience
and WOOD, for the two last years, who have been
they are found to excel any other physic heretofore
offered to the public.
in the habit of carrying their Hides, Skins, and Bark,
The genuine are covered with a check plate, with,
to other persons, that he has detected a number of
the design of the Good Samaritan, and the agents
them in so doing. He therefore notifies such, that
Just received and for Sale at
unless their Notes and Accounts are settled and paid
name thereon.
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
in thirty days from this date in Cash, Hides, Skins or
also
Jan. 21.
Bark, that all such demands will be delivered over for
collection.
JOTHAM PERKINS.
Kennebunk, Feb. 18.
Water,

T

Canal Eottern,

New- Goods ! ! ! !

No. EIGHT.

"

SCOERm

G

W. I. Goods

1 Prize of

Groceries.

1 prize
3
«

Notice

1
36
36
468

T

Vendues.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

$10,000

S5000 is
1000 is
500 is
is
380
100
50 is
is
5 is

T

Cash Wanted

T

Part of a House For Sale.

/

F

MONEY.

J

Fifteen Hollars Reward.

L

To Let.

T

NOTICE.

Wanted Immediately,

IFai l it Oil

T

John Adams, Jr.

Go.

J. & J. DUNN’S

WHEAT.

Please to take Notice.

2 Hhds. prime West India 1WM,

ROCKS.

T

W

Shiptimber, Plank and
Trunnels.

Notice

T

Wheaton’s Itch Ointment.

W

37 1-2.

W

Ship Timber Wanted.

Dr.

B

DR. SMART,

WOOD,

W

Notice

T

-Dr. John Wilkins,
?ign of Charles IL
a possibility of a
>he Dutchess of
thirteen volumes
Ring the bishop And for sale at J. K. REMICPTS Bookstore,
*sted him thus;
History of the PIRATES, containing the
L>le to carry THElives
of the most noted Pirate Captains. Price
loide on my one dollar.
of all peo- Feb. 11,' sW-

Just Published,

Apprentices Wanted.-

ANTED by the subscriber, two smart active
LADS as apprentices to the Baking business ;
to such ones good encouragement will be given.
He also requests those who have promised him
FAGGOTS, to forward them immediately.
OLIVER BARTLETT.
Feb. 18.

W

,
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters,
Davenport's Celebrated Eye

A fresh supply of the above is kept in Kennebunk
by J. LILLIE-in Wells by N. Morrill-in Dove?
by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland
tnd Boston, and by some persons in the principle
<
owns from Maine to Georgia.
Oct. i, 1825.
eowiy

J. K. REMICH’S BOOKSTORE,
Opposite the Meeting House-

